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SUMMARY
This paper presents a case study of Dundee’s ongoing Bringing Confidence
into Public Transport (BCPT) project. It demonstrates how the project meets
Dundee’s LTS objectives and explores the project’s development through
local stakeholder workshops and a thorough examination of local transport
provision. It then details the project’s implementation, paying particular
attention to local user testing that helped to ensure the final solution met local
users’ needs.
BACKGROUND
Dundee is situated on the north bank of the River Tay. It is the fourth largest
city in Scotland with a population of 143,000 within the city boundaries, but
serves as a regional centre for around 400,000 people.
With development constrained by the river, over the years the city has
developed along the shore of the Tay. As a consequence the city today is
approximately 9 miles long but only 3 miles wide, with the city centre not in
fact being central but located near the river’s edge. Dundee City Council’s
boundary in the main hugs the edge of the urban area.
Like many other urban areas, Dundee has an ageing populous, a large
student population, areas of high unemployment and low income households.
This manifests itself in a low car ownership with approximately half of all
households not having access to a car. Therefore a large number of people in
Dundee, of all ages, currently rely on public transport (mainly buses) to
provide for their travel needs.
LOCAL TRANSPORT STRATEGY
The Local Authority’s Local Transport Strategy (LTS) provides the council with
a focus for its transport policies, to develop and implement initiatives that
reflect Dundee’s topography, its urban land-use, the needs of its population
and its role as regional centre.
The Councils vision as stated within the LTS can be summarised as:
•
•
•

To improve public transport, reducing social exclusion.
To promote choice in transport, reduce car dependency.
To provide an attractive pedestrian environment and enhance walking
opportunities.

•

To ensure people are informed of their transport choices and how to
access them.

To drive the vision for Dundee, the LTS adopts Central Government’s five key
objectives of accessibility, economy, environment, safety and integration,
against which local priorities and actions are set. However, unlike Central
Government, to ensure an appropriate local balance to the strategy Dundee’s
Local Transport Strategy prioritises these objectives. Given the city’s low car
ownership, ageing populous, unemployed and low income households and
student population, top priority is given to accessibility to ensure social
inclusion for all of Dundee’s citizens, not just car owners.
SCOTTISH PUBLIC TRANSPORT FUND (PTF)
The Scottish Public Transport Fund (PTF) provides local authorities with the
opportunity to bid for extra borrowing consent/grant to enable ‘step changes’
to be made in the provision of public transport developments that otherwise
could not be made or which would take many more years to achieve.
Throughout its life, from 1999 to 2006, the PTF has provided £210 million
Scotland-wide, of which Dundee City Council has received £12.5 million.
Bids for PTF finance required initiatives that have the primary aim of
encouraging the use of public transport. These schemes and initiatives must
also be consistent with the local authority’s Local Transport Strategy, have a
full transport appraisal using the Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance
(STAG) and if possible, have partner contributions.
Dundee’s LTS (2000) has a number of aspirations, objectives and targets for
public transport use, but only two schemes actually named. These were the
North East Arterial route and North West Arterial route bus priority schemes
and both of these received funding from the PTF and have subsequently been
implemented.
DEVELOPING PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROJECTS
To further explore public transport needs and aspirations in Dundee and to
develop initiatives that would be consistent with the Local Transport Strategy
and therefore suitable for bidding to the PTF, Dundee City Council initiated
and hosted stakeholder workshops. The stakeholders present represented
transport providers, neighbouring local authorities, Scottish Executive and
numerous other interest groups such as Living Streets, National Federation of
Bus Users, Friends of the Earth, Chambers of Commerce, University of
Dundee, Abertay University.
Three main opportunities for improving public transport were identified from
these workshops as:
•
•

Improve the poor quality of bus/bus Interchange and passenger waiting
facilities
Improve public transport information and its availability

•

Improve the poor access to local rail services

These opportunities were translated into 3 coherent public transport projects:
•

Bringing Confidence into Public Transport

•

SmartBus

•

Tay Estuary Rail Study - feasibility of a local rail service

The ‘Bringing Confidence into Public Transport’ (BCPT) and ‘Smartbus’
projects have the twin aims of addressing the needs of those without access
to a car and encouraging those who do have cars to use bus travel more
often, by providing high quality bus passenger facilities and a step change in
the quality and availability of public transport information to the travelling
public.
They are innovative and ambitious projects taking advantage of technological
advances and good practice both within the UK and internationally and
demonstrate the vision of both the Council and the Scottish Executive by
helping realise the potential to acknowledge bus services as a quality mode of
transport. High quality was ensured throughout both these projects by
insisting upon an 80/20 Quality/Price split for the majority of the contracts
tendered.
BRINGING CONFIDENCE INTO PUBLIC TRANSPORT (BCPT)
As a result of Dundee being a long narrow city, almost all bus services pass
through the city centre with 70% of the 15 million annual bus passengers
boarding or alighting there. A further 1 in 10 of all passenger journeys target
Ninewells Hospital which is the primary regional health care centre.
BCPT recognises this and concentrates on providing two key components to
bring a new sense of confidence in the use of public transport:
•
•

high quality bus passenger facilities at the major interchanges – City
Centre and Ninewells Hospital
a comprehensive “step change” in transport information using
interactive on-line mapping and journey planning, on-street information
kiosks, printed material, display screens and links to real-time
information.

The funding awarded from the PTF was £2.31million with further financial
contributions from NHS Tayside. Prior to implementation, the project was
further developed by undertaking a comprehensive public consultation
exercise concentrating on how the historic city centre streetscape could be
enhanced with architect designed passenger waiting facilities.

The main features of the city centre interchanges are:
•
•
•
•

shallow saw-tooth bus bay arrangements with accessible kerbing
unique innovative architect designed curvilinear shelters with leaf
shaped roof using high quality materials and internal and external
lighting
Real-time information, static information panels and audio information
for the visually impaired
Acoustic absorbent panel to reduce noise pollution

Key elements of the Ninewells interchange include:
•
•
•
•

Concrete carriageway; saw-tooth markings and clearly defined areas
for taxis, service vehicles, car drop-off and buses.
Continuous glass frontage to provide an ‘indoor’ environment for
passengers immediately upon alighting bus; light internal design with
modern materials and appearance.
Real time and paper information at each stance
Departure board and interactive journey planning terminal within the
hospital foyer.

The Public Transport Information System (PTIS) that has achieved a step
change in information provision has been implemented. Features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative
internet
journey
planning
web
site
(www.dundeetravelinfo.com) and journey planning terminals at 13
locations in and around Dundee.
WAP mobile phone journey planning (wap.dudndeetravelinfo.com) and
SMS bus information specified for real time information
Information ‘wedges’ incorporating electronic departure information,
paper information and journey planning terminal on approaches to the
main city centre bus hub
Large electronic information boards at Ninewells Hospital and Dundee
Bus Station
Real time information at individual stances in the city centre and
Ninewells Hospital
Highly visual and informative static paper information, including
‘overground’ style city bus map and spider diagrams at bus stances.

SMARTBUS
Dundee’s £6.77million PTF funded project, Smartbus, takes the high quality
achieved at the major interchanges in the city through the BCPT project and
spreads this city-wide.
Smartbus has already seen all buses operating in the city fitted with CCTV
and will expand high quality facilities city-wide by April 2006. The Smartbus
project will provide:

•
•
•
•

350 bespoke high quality bus shelters that will include real time
information displays, good quality paper information and CCTV
capability.
550 quality new bus poles each incorporating solar power to light good
quality paper information.
Accessible kerbing at all bus stops and shelters.
Bus priority at all traffic signal junctions within Dundee.

QUALITY BUS PARTNERSHIPS
Through a Quality Bus Partnership that began informally and has become
formal by the signing of a Concordat, the bus operators have invested over
£20 million in new bus stock to match Dundee City Council’s initiatives. The
main bus operator, Travel Dundee, has a bus fleet that is now 100% low floor
to provide accessible travel. In addition the fleet is one of the most modern in
the UK taking advantage of engine technology to reduce vehicle emissions.
USER TESTING
Understanding and meeting local user’s needs played a significant role in the
PTIS project. Focus groups helped define the journey planner functionality
and follow up test groups helped to ensure the system supported this
functionality, was simple to use and understand. This paper concentrates on
the results of the journey planner interface user testing.
Recruits for the testing covered the age range 16 – 65+ and were a balanced
mix of male and female. Two thirds of the attendees had participated in the
earlier focus group session and therefore had previous experience of the
project and its aims. In total 27 members of the public were tested, each
session was 1:1 and lasted approximately 30 minutes. Many users were not
computer literate or had limited experience with computers.
The users were given a brief overview of the project and the expectations of
the session. To begin with, no verbal instruction on use of the kiosk was
provided. Users were asked to try planning a journey from ‘here’ (the DCA
already populating the ‘from’ field) to another location in Dundee. They were
left alone for a few minutes to assess their ability to use the kiosk unaided.
They were then asked to undertake a range of tasks to test their ability to
navigate and use the functions available on the kiosk, including planning
journeys from origins other than DCA. The areas studied are set out below.
Particular attention was given to ease of use and clarity of results.
Interface and Journey Planning
The draft interface required the user to enter all journey details on one screen.
Required fields were ‘where from, ‘where to’ and ‘when’. Further options were
available on demand such as access to the interactive map and a change
date/time facility. A level of familiarity with computers was necessary to
navigate the screen as a combination of trackball or touch screen use was
required to move between fields, and subsequently to enter text using the

keyboard. Instructions were placed at the top of the screen, context specific
buttons were in a bar along the bottom and all journey planning information
was located centrally (figure 1 below).

Figure 1: Draft kiosk journey detail page
The results of testers initial attempts to use and understand the interface are
presented below. In summary users were:
•

unsure how they should enter the data:
Unclear about how the combination of the keyboard and touch screen
worked and unsure whether they could touch the screen.

•

confused with the three data entry options on the first screen:
Most of the test group did not know where to start entering data and felt
that there were too many different things to take in on the first page. Data
fields, map buttons, help buttons etc. all adding to the visual clutter.

•

did not see or read the instructions at the top of the first page:
The size and position of the instruction lines at the top of page 1 were
outside the visual field of the majority of users who focused on the centre
of the screen and did not see things at the edges.

•

did not see or recognise the icons on the base bar as selectable buttons:

Again, a similar problem to the above, caused by the background colour of
the bar merging into the frame around the kiosk screen (black on black),
the buttons not looking sufficiently button like and by the positioning at the
bottom of the page.
•

were largely unaware that they could change destinations when a 'best
match' was offered:
when a best match for a origin/ destination was offered with an adjacent
change button, the majority of users did not realise the change button
would give a listing of alternative origins/destinations. In most cases they
accepted the match given even though it was not always what they
wanted. When it was pointed out that there was a change option users
were surprised and claimed they had not seen it. Again, the design of the
buttons did not help.

•

did not fully understand the button functions on the calendar/change
screens:
Users liked the change of destination screen and its functionality, they
found difficulty with the page up/page down option not being clearly
enough explained. They thought that the ‘page 1 of 2’ instruction was a
button as it was boxed in. The top tabs for ‘all’ ‘stops’ or ‘addresses’ were
not sufficiently button like. Touching the preferred destination and that
closing the screen was found to be intuitive and worked well.
Users were slightly confused with aspects of the calendar and time
screen. Many wanted to type into the time field to change time, again
caused by the button design, most found the calendar easy to use and
liked the straightforward nature of the display, however, one thought
touching a number on the calendar would change the time value.

•

results pages were clear and easy to understand:
Results pages were liked, many users had difficulty in locating the GO
button as it was on the left of the page (beginning of the line – rather than
the end). Layout of the summary page would benefit from increased space
between the results. Buttons on the control bar were not immediately
obvious for the reasons already given. When the buttons were pointed out
most users understood the function of each and were happy with the
results obtained. A black arrow indicated that more journey stages were
available for display, this confused users.
The walk results on the ‘journey detail’ screen would benefit from the
addition of ‘approximate walk’ more in keeping with the printed result.

•

general comments on the buttons:

The three button styles confused people, with many not recognizing the
buttons on the bottom control bar as being selectable. GO was not
universally understood and OK would be a more widely recognized term.
Use of language was not consistent at all time, press/click/select being
used as guidance when buttons needed touching. The drop down box for
arrive/depart was too small and difficult to control through the touch
screen.
Mapping
•

the help overlay on the mapping was found to be very effective and all
liked the display of results on the map but did not understand the question
mark to be a help button:
All users would have liked to see the map ‘help overlay’ displayed
immediately when the map appears rather than having to request it. Once
the overlay had been displayed the majority of users were able to use the
map without further instruction.

•

majority wanted to see the start of the journey in more detail with start and
end indicators clearly displayed, rather than the entire route. Differentiating
between legs of the journey through a variation in colour of the bus route
graphic was also suggested:

•

zoom controls on the mapping were too close to the to right scroll button
and needed to be moved

•

bus stop and POI points needed to be larger:
On the origin/destination map displays users would have preferred the
stops/POI’s to be larger and more visible. This would support selection
from a greater zoom level. Many users found the ability to select and plan
journeys directly from the map a useful aid to journey planning.

Clusters and bus stop naming
Bus stops were grouped as ‘clusters ‘ to enable journeys to be planned to
areas, as opposed to specific stops. Clusters varied from small interchanges
of 4 stops to all stops in the city centre. The size and naming of the clusters
provided some confusion.
In particular, journeys originating just outside the city centre often resulted in a
15 to 20 minute walk across the city centre to catch a bus on the otherside
rather than offering a bus journey from a nearby stop.
And, not all journeys planned to or from clusters resulted in intuitive answers.
When an origin or destination is entered in the journey planner it will either
offer a best match list or select an exact match when one exists. Ninewells, for
example, resulted in a perfect match with no ‘change’ button available but did

not result in a journey to Ninewells Hospital as many would have expected –
Ninewells being an area of town as well as the commonly used name for the
hospital. Similarly other clusters gave fixed results that were not exactly where
the users would have expected.
Revising the naming and size of clusters was recommended to support a
more intuitive journey planning experience.
Journey Result Screen
Most users found the result screen and the presentation of the journey results
intuitive and simple to understand. The journey planner was widely praised for
the results given. Once users had planned a journey they quickly became
more confident about using the journey planner to plan further journeys.
Print outs
All information terminals in the city have a print facility. The print shows a text
summary of the journey result. All users liked the print outs, found the results
easy to understand and felt the facility would be extremely useful in practice.
Summary
•

The majority of users tested, felt that a staged approach requiring one
question to be answered at a time, was preferable, with a constant
reminder of the ‘current stage’ always visible on all screens.

•

It was felt that, where possible, displaying option screens rather than
asking the user to request them would minimize errors and reduce the
need for a user to later revise selections:
Examples of this would be where there are multiple matches for a
requested journey origin/destination, by displaying the list of results with
the best match shown at the top - not displaying the best match and
requiring the user to touch ‘change’ – would reduce the chance of error
and clearly offer the choices that are available.

•

The majority of users wanted instructions specific to a task to be
immediately adjacent where possible:
Providing task specific instructions with supporting instruction either
accessible through a link or visible elsewhere on the screen was
suggested as a more fool-proof method for users unfamiliar with the
technology.

•

once users understood how the JP worked they found it easy to use and
felt the results were realistic and generally reflected journey choices they
would actually make.

•

All thought it was an excellent product - once they understood how it
worked - and would use it when available on street.

Although a few of those tested were able to use the journey planner without
difficulty, most found the front page intimidating and confusing. Providing a
simpler ‘way in’ would encourage more users to try the facility, provide a
greater chance of them achieving appropriate results resulting in the journey
planner being widely accessible to both locals and visitors, computer users
and those unfamiliar with the technology.
Following the testing a number of revisions were made to the design and
structure of the journey planner including adopting a ‘wizard’ approach to take
users through the process step-by-step. Button designs were revised to look
more button like and specific instructions were given on how and what to do
on each screen. All buttons were displayed selectively to ensure each screen
only offered relevant choices and language and layout was revised to ensure
it was accessible and consistent (figures 2 – 4).

Figure 2: Kiosk attractor page

Figure 3: Kiosk travelling from page

Figure 4: Kiosk POI display on map

ASSESSMENT
Scheme specific objectives and targets have been set for both these schemes
and a ‘before’ study interviewing 2000 bus users and 1000 non-bus users was
undertaken in May 2003. Two ‘after’ studies are to be carried out, the first in
May 2005 for BCPT and then again in May 2006 for Smartbus. These studies
are designed to assess how successful the projects have been in meeting
their objectives and at this stage from purely subjective feedback we are
hopeful that both projects are well placed to do so.
In the first six months since release in April 2004 the journey planner kiosks
had over 250,000 hits. Monitoring figures show that of these over 40% have
achieved a completed journey result, and fewer than 13% of users have
cancelled or requested on-line help. Latest CPT figures indicate a 9%
increase in Bus Journeys in Dundee.
CONCLUSION
A specific phrase comes to mind in pursuing these projects - keep your eyes
on the prize. Along the way, through consultations, focus groups, stakeholder
meetings, unforeseen financial costs, contract programme delays, etc,
compromises and changes will be required and it is necessary to be flexible.
However, in order to achieve what these projects set out to do it is necessary
to have a clear view of the objectives and ensure that all decisions are made
with those in mind.

